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Though most youth serving agencies are safe environments, research 
shows that sexual abuse of children at all levels is on the rise.  
In this book, Shoop identifies the early warning signs of sexual abuse 
in youthBased on interviews, newspaper reports, journal articles, court 
records, and personal experiences gained from 25 years of consulting 
with youth serving agencies in the areas of harassment, abuse, risk 
management and negligence, this book demonstrates the critical need 
to implement strategies so students are protected while also learning 
how to protect themselves.

Shoop’s two-fold objectives are:
How to spot sexual exploitation and what early warning signs to look for
How to stop sexual exploitation—actions that youth serving agencies and parents can take to 
prevent sexual abuse, and how to respond promptly and appropriately if it occurs
Sexual Exploitation in Schools prepares educators to manage one of the most difficult and 
troubling issues in our public and private schools. Explanations are provided concerning the 
legal context, consequences and pathology of sexual exploitation, district and employee rights, 
conducting an investigation, and steps educators and parents can take so that students will be 
safe in their learning environment, leading to a successful and healthy future.
Reviews
"Wonderfully written, comprehensive, and helpful to parents, educators, and students. This book 
will make a great contribution to educational practice." (Charol Shakeshaft)
"Dr. Shoop has meticulously examined every facet of sexual exploitation in schools. His 
recommendations on how to spot it and stop it are vital to protecting students and the dignity of 
the profession." (Terri Miller, President)
"The value of Shoop’s guide lies in its analysis of the consequences of sexual exploitation and 
the legal context of exploitation." (Publishers Weekly)
"Although this book should not be misconstrued as the equivalent of a licensed attorney, it is an 
excellent resource that school administrators and teachers can use to address sexual 
exploitation in schools as they navigate their way through the current educational 
milieu." (NASSP Bulletin)
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